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PROLOGUE
vi
We are all skeletons to one degree or another, haunted
spectres reaming over a desert, pursuing long-forgotten
ideals. In darkness, we clench tightly our flimsy symbols
of pov;er, keeping our eyes shut lest we realize the true
nature of our plight. On rare occasions in the suffocated
sleep that passes for life, perhaps out of an extreme
anguish, there is an awakening. A true awakening is always
a rebirth.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Beginning in the fall of 1969, I went through a number
of experiences v/hich I can only term "extraordinary".
These are notes taken shortly after the first incident:
A state of hyperalertness . Occurred with one
other person. It was experienced as an immersion
into a fantastic flow of energy and a manner of
perceiving which made the "meanings" of all
perceptions secondary to the direct perceptions;
all objects were seen in a startling clarity.
The directness of every object was felt with
fantastic impact. The difference between this
state and the normal waking state was as different
as is dream- consciousness from normal waking
consciousness. It was if we hcd been perceiving
the world as a two- dimensional painting our
entire lives previous to this. Now the painting
had become three- dimensional and we could move
about in it . . .
.
Without drugs (neither of us had taken any hallucino-
genic drugs at any time prior to this experience) or
mechanical triggering devices of any sort, a friend and
I had been simultaneously overtaken by a form of conscious-
ness so powerful, we seriously questioned whether or not
we had died. Occurring instantaneously, the state was
experienced motorically as a jolt of energy, perceptually
as a 'clearing' of vision, and affectively as total ecstasy.
It lasted for 5-6 hours during which time we explored our
new- found world. Every object was seen in its uniqueness
as beautiful, complex, and mysterious. We were held in
total awe by the number "9" printed on a street sign.
Like children, we danced, played, laughed, and yelled
until
thoroughly exhausted. Remnants of the state persisted the
next morning.
Hoping to understand the cauf.c of our journey, we
attempted to reconstruct the previous events. Immediately
prior to the onset of the state, we had been confronting
some particularly threatening personal issues which had
previously "been avoided. Apparently, we reasoned, the
relaxation of inhibitions necessary for this confrontation
led to an enormous release of energy, part of which was
manifested perceptually as an expanded state of conscious-
ness.
Similar states occurred on several other occasions.
The intensity varied from one time to the next, but the
principle characteristics- the increase of physical energy,
the increase of perceptual ability, and the affective
buoyancy- remained. Life in the 'valleys' , in between the
'peak' experiences, underwent marked changes. These includ
1. An increased awe at the simple fact of
existence
.
2. Long periods of unusual buoyancy or even
ecstasy.
3. A return of playfulness.
4. A heightened sense of adventure.
5. An increased 'fullness' of perception, less
intense than that of the 'peak' experiences but more
intense than previous normal perception.
The most puzzling change was '3' in the above list.
Sometimes, for days at a time, our strongest impulse was
to play. T^is often took the form o^ invention- of new
games, "myths", languages, and ways of ordering our percep-
tions (as an example of the latter, we once "saw" everyone
in a supermcrket as a dressed- up barnyard animal). The
exuberance with which we played our games- especially a
type of spontaneous street theater- was contagious. On
one occasion, over 60 people joined us in running through
the streets of a small town, dsncing, hands joined, and
singing at the top of their lungs. The impulsive and non-
inhibited feeling accompanying our play was similar to the
feeling during the initial state.
CHAPTER II
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REVIEW OF TILE LITERATURE
1) General Discussion : Alterci States of Consciousness
This will be limited to literature dealing with general
characteristics of all of these states. Specific states
which bear a close relationship to that described within
this study. will receive separate consideration after the
general discussion.
Our normal waking consciousness... is but one
special type of consciousness, whilst all about
it, parted from it by the filmiest of screens,
there lie potential forms of consciousness en-
tirely different. We may go through life without
suspecting their existence; but apply the requi-
site stimulus, and at a touch they are there in
all their completeness.... [They] open a region
though they fail to give a map. At any rate, they
forbid a premature closing of our accounts with
ideality t^a^es, 1961, p. 305).
Ludwig (1966) gives as a definition of an
altered state of consciousness (ASC): "Any mental
state, induced by various physiological, psychological,
or pharmacological maneuvers or agents, which can.
be recognized subjectively by the individual
himself (or by an objective observer of the
individual) as representing a sufficient deviation
^
in subjective experience or psychological functioning
from certain general norms for that individual
_
during alert, waking consciousness. This sufficient
deviation may be represented by a greater
preoccupation than usual with internal sensations
or mental processes, changes in the formal charac-
teristics of thought, and impairment of reality
testing to various degrees" (Ludwig, 1966,
pp. r,--10).
This definition is acceptable to my purposes with the under-
standing that the term "reality" in the last sentence
be understood to mean statistically normative (as opposed to
absolute )
.
5The variety of ASCs is very large. Among the various
types of categorization attempted, Ludwig's (1966) grouping
by "methods of production" or "triggering agents" stands out:
1 ) Reduction of Exteroceptive Stimulation end/
or Motor Activity (Exs. : Highway hypnosis,
experimental sensory deprivation states, mental
aberrations in elderly cataract patients, extreme
boredom, hypnagogic and hypnapompic states,
dreaming and somnambulism
,
hypnotic trance).
2) Increase of Exteroceptive Stimulation
and/or Motor Activity and/or Emotions (Exs.
:
Brainwashing states, dance and music trance,
hyperkinetic trance as encountered in mass
hysteria or revival meetings, mental aberrations
associated with certain "rites de passage",
orgiastic trance, fugue states, battle fatigue,
depersonalized states, 'possession' states,
acute schizophrenic reactions).
3 ) Increased Alertness or Mental Involvement
(Exs. : Trance phenomena resulting from prolonged
vigilance such as during sentry duty, intense
mental absorbtion in a task).
4) Decreased Alertness or Relaxation of
Critical faculties (Exs.: Mystical states, day-
dreaming, free- association states during psycho-
analytic therapy, autohypnotic trance, creative
and insightful states, reading trance).
5) Presence of Somatopsychological Factors
(Exs.: Hypoglycemia \as in fasting], dehydration,
narcolepsy, hyperventilation states, epileptic
seizures, temporal lobe seizures or reactions to
experimental manipulation of the temporal
lobe ["deja vu" experiences! , administration of
pharmacological agents [anesthetics, LSD, narcotics,
marijuana, sedatives, etc.j ) (pp. 10-13).
Certain characteristics have been found to be present
in most ASCs (James, 1961; Ludvjig, 1966). Among these are:
1) Alterations in thinking ; More primitive modes of
thought (primary process) predominate. Wishes and fantasies,
as in the dream- state, are as "real" as external reality.
Cause and effect become fused. Opposites can coexist with
no psychological tension. These chances are similar to
the "regression in the service of the ego" common to
artistic and creative endeavors (Bellak, 1958). They
presuppose a relaxation of certain normally operative critical
faculties, thus permitting a wider range of associations
to be made.
From a description of a schizophrenic episode (Laing,
1967, pp. 150-151):
I felt as if I were a kind of rhinoceros...
emitting sounds like a rhinoceros and "being at
the same time afraid and aggressive.... Going
back to further periods of regression.... I
was struggling like something that had no brain
at all.... At times I felt like a baby- I could
even hear myself cry as a child.
2) Alterations of subjective feelings of time : May
be greatly increased or decreased or the feeling of time
may be absent completely.
3) Loss of control : This may be similar to the
feeling experienced under hypnosis.
From a description of a mutual hypnosis session
(Tart, 1969, P- 295):
I had a sensation for the first time of actually
relinquishing control. I had a most unusual
physical sensation of my body disintegrating-
with great chunks folding off like thick bark
on a tree-.-. My body was gone, and I felt like
a soul or a big ball of mind .
4.) Change in emotional expression : Emotions may
become more primitive (unihibited) or, on the other hand,
the individual may lose the capacity for intense emotions
7and "become completely 'detached'.
From a description of an LSD experience (Leary, 1965,
p. 337):
Emotionally, the patterns ranged from serene
contentment end mild euphoria to apprehension. . .
.
Overwhelmingly, they involved (a) astonishment
at the absolute incredible immensity, complexity,
intensity, and extravagance of being.... (b)
the most acute sense of the poignancy, fragility,
preciousness , and significance of all life....
5) Changes in body- image : These include feelings of
depersonalization and obliteration of the self- other
boundary.
From a description of an LSD 'trip' (Leary, 1964,
p. 338):
I was delighted to see that my skin was dissolving
in tiny particles and floating away. I felt as
though my outer shell was disintegrating, and the
'essence' of me was being liberated to join the
'essence' of everything else about me.
6) Change in meaning or significance : Things that
seemed unimportant or trivial before may assume great
significance
.
From a description of a mescaline experience (Huxley,
1954, P. 55):
Confronted by a chair which looked like the last
judgment, I found myself all at once on the brink
of panic. The fear... was of being overwhelmed,
of disintegrating under a pressure of reality
greater than a mind accustomed co living most of
the time in a cosy world of symbols could possibly
bear.
7) Perceptual changes : Included are hallucinations,
"visions", and subjectively felt perceptual hyperacuteness
8From a description of a peyote experience (Castaneda,
1968, pp. 33-340:
The dog become iridescent; on intense light
radiated from his body. I saw... the water
flowing through him, kindling him like a bonfire.
I drank with him... and, as I drank, I saw the
fluid running through my veins setting up hues of
red and yellow and green. ... 1 drank until I
was all aglow... until the fluid went out of my
body through each pore, snd projected out like
fibers of silk, and I (like the dog) acquired
a long, lustrous, iridescent mane.
8) A sense of the ineffable : An inability to describe
one's experience in language is evident.
From a Zen Buddhist's description of ' satori 1 (Goddard,
1953, p. 546):
I am trying to describe to you something that
intrinsically is ineffable, in order to help
you get rid of fallacious views; If you do not
interpret my words too literally, you may perhaps
know a bit of Nirvana.
A number of attempts at explaining such states on the
psychological level have been advanced. Most of these are
beyond the scope of the present paper; I will however dis-
cuss such explanations with' regard to a specific type of
ASG, that most closely associated with the phenomena under
consideration in this study. I shall coll this type the
"hyperalert-hyperreal state", and suggest the following
criteria as general indicators of such a state:
1) Having a subjective quality of increased
perceptual alertness.
2) Having a subjective feeling of reality
more intense (more 'real') then 'normal' reality.
3) Having a psychological (rather than a
9physiological or pharmaceutical) method of production.
4) Having an affective feeling of ecstasy.
\y) Having a somatic feeling of well-being,
increased energy, strength, etc.
6) Having playful activity as a concomitant
variable.
7) Leading to relatively long-term personality,
behavioral, and perceptual changes.
Since descriptions of ASCs able to meet the above
criteria are found in the literature on CO 'mystic' states
and (2) 'peak' experiences, I will focus primarily on this
literature.
2) ' liystic 1 States ;
William James, in his Varieties of Religious Experience
(1961) gives one of the most complete and fascinating
accounts of mystical experiences in the Western religious
tradition. The descriptions of some of these states
bear a striking resemblance to the conceptualized
hyperalert-hyperreal state
:
a) Subjective feeling of increased perceptual
alertness : This is reported often in mystic accounts as
"increased receptivity". Physical stimuli are said to be
seen "in a new light". James (1961) states, "'An appearance
of newness beautifies every object ' This sense of clean
and beautiful newness is one of the most common entries in
tthe records of mystical states]" (pp. 202-202). Some
examples taken from James show wording remarkably close to
that in the notes following the author's initial experience:
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"The appearance of everything was altered"
Cp. 205).
"It was like entering another world, a new
state of existence. Natural objects were glori-
fied.., I saw "beauty in every natural object in
the Universe" (p. 204).
"All the world was crystalline
, the heavens
were lucid" (p. 208).
"Every straw and head of the oats seemed
in a kind of rainbow glory, or to glow..." (p.
205).
"A strange light seemed to light up the
whole room" (p. 205).
Puffer (in James, 1961) explains the perceptual
changes as due to a decrease in motoric (eye) fluctuations
which normally mediate between consciousness of self and
consciousness of external objects. Here, the perception
remains fixed on the object; 1 self 1 -consciousness disappears.
Deikman (1966) attempts to explain the perceptual
changes of the mystic state through the process of "de au-
tomatization"
,
the "undoing of automatizations [perceptual
habit patterns'], presumably by reinvesting actions and
percepts with attention" (p. 31). There is a shift towards
primitivization of perception, characterized as "(a) Relative
more vivid and sensuous, (b) physiognomic and animated,
(c) syncretic, (d) dedifferentiated with respect to the
distinction* between self and object..." (Deikman, 1966,
p. 3D.
In an experiment inducing perceptual changes through
meditation procedures (Deikman, 1963), the deautomatization
hypothesis appears to be confirmed. Subjects were trained
11
over several sessions to be calm and perceptually receptive
to a blue vase. In some subjects, the perceptual changes
which occurred were similar to those in the mystic state,
as well as to those in the hyperalert-hyperreal state.
Normal figure- ground relationships, as well as perception
of objects as members of a class of objects, were deautomated.
Objects vjere seen as "transfigured", "luminescent", etc.
In apparent confirmation of Puffer's explanation (and also
coinciding with the author's later experiences), one S
reported, "I wasn't watching myself watching the antithesis
of being self- aware" (Beikman, 1965, p. 208).
b ) Subjective feeling of reality more intense than
' normal ' reality : The reports of mystic experiences often
include a statement of intense subjective reality- the ex-
perience feels more real than ordinary life.
One has a "sense of perceiving truths not known
before.... It is as if there were in the human
consciousness a sense of reality . . . more deep
and more general than any of the special 'senses'
by which the current psychology supposes existent
realities to be originally revealed" (James,
1961, p. 62).
That this sense is not attached to any specific sensory-
modality is illustrated in the many cases of "presence "-
a feeling of a. very strong being or force in close proximity
to oneself. This state is usually described as more
intense and real than everyday reality, but the sense of
realness does not come from an alteration in vision, hearing,
etc. It is felt as a special 'sense' apart from the normal
12
sensory modalities.
Deikman (1965) maintains that " ^subjective] realness
can be considered a quantity function capable of displacement
and therefore, of intensification, reduction, and transfer
affecting all varieties of ideational and sensorial contents"
(p. 36). It has been suggested that the subjective feeling
of realness is directly related to the amount of energy
invested in the "ego- boundary" (Federn, 1955) or in the
"libidinal field" (Weisman, 1958). The latter concept
would seem to be more appropriate than the former, since
"ego- boundary" implies a reiteration of the self- other du-
ality, en increase of self- consciousness- which, as we
have seen in many instances of the mystic state, usually
decreases.
c ) Having a psychological method of production :
host of the reports of mystic states in James (1961) give
evidence of purely psychological production (as opposed to
direct physiological or pharmaceutical manipulation). In
this category are states due to hyperemotional arousal (as
encountered in revival meetings, etc.); extreme aesthetic
experiences (as encountered in viewing natural phenomena);
and heightened intellectual stimulation (as encountered
in engaging in difficult and meaningful tasks where much
is at stake). In all of these cases, the person reaches
a certain maximum tension- point, after which there is a
kind of "self- surrender" which occasions the altered state
of consciousness (James, 1961).
Most other psychological explanations ore similar to
that of Jainod in their stress on the surrender of 8 volitional
or cognitive component. Alexander (1951) analyzes the satori
experience as a withdrawal of libido from the outside
world fuid fi regression to the state of "intra- uterine
narcissism". Freud (1961) and Lewin (1950) consider "oceonic
feelings" to bo duo lo ;i nurt'oDdiM* ol' n; p ro:;r, ivo ono rg.i.or.
,
enabling the ego state of the infant (relatively undifferen-
tiated) to be recalled. Reich (1942, 1949) explains
mystical or oceanic states as a breakthrough in tho "charac-
ter armor" of the musculature by "bioonergetic streamings"
(the natural, unrepresood sexual feelings of the total
organism). The formulations of Kris (1952) and Bollak
(1958) term the surrender process "regression in tho service
of the ogo" , e momentary relaxation of censoring components
to allow primary process material to emerge into conscious-
no:;;;. Kingarette (1965) explains the mystic state as a
surronder of a relatively rigid "meaning scheme" (the code
determining tho "meaning" of percepts) in favor of a more
fluid meaning ochomo (more susceptible to primary process modes
of thought, as in the dream, art, and play). Finally, the
concept, "deautomatization"- tho surrendering of normal
perceptual modes or 'habits'- has also been employed
(Doikman, 1965 and 1966) to explain the mystic experience,
d) IL-ivinr; an nr.CocU.vo .1'ool.ini': of ocsl.ar.y : This is
Int-
one of the most common characteristics of mystic states.
Sometimes there is reported a calm, detached ecstasy; at
other times one encounters a .wild, jubilant sort. This
feeling seems to be preceded in most cases by a build-up
in emotional tension (often experienced as pain or even
agony), the tension giving way to "surrender" and ecstasy.
One report (Starbuck in James, 1961) illustrates this:
1 1 have been through the experience known as
conversion. FJy explanation of it is this: The
subject works his emotions up to the breaking
point, at the same time resisting the physical
manifestations, such as quickened pulse, etc.,
and then suddenly lets them have full sway over
his body. The relief is something wonderful,
and the pleasurable effects of the emotions are
experienced to the highest degree' (p. 20!)).
The following accounts give some impression of the
affective state of the ecstatic mystic:
"One morning, being in deep distress, fearing
every moment I should drop into hell, I was
constrained to cry in earnest for mercy, and the
Lord came to my relief, and delivered my soul
from the burden of guilt and sin. My whole
frame was in a tremor from head to foot, and my
soul enjoyed sweet peace. The pleasure I felt
was indescribable (Young, in James, 1961)" (p.
208).
"My tears of sorrow changed to joy and I lay
there praising God in such ecstasy of joy as only
the soul who experiences it can realize (Starbuck.
in James, 1961)" (p. 209).
"I had a general feeling of buoyancy. It was
the greatest joy it was ever my lot to experience
(Starbuck, in James, 1961)" (p. 209).
"I wept and laughed alternately. I was as light
as walking on air. I felt as if I had gamed
greater peace and hapoiness than I had ever ex-
pected to experience "(Starbuck, in James, 1961)
(p. 209).
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The possibility of supernatural intervention cannot,
of course, be disproved completely. (James neither discounts
nor approves of such an explanation.) However, there are
reasonable naturalistic explanations. For example, Reich
(19^2, 1949) sees ecstasy as the normal, unblocked and
unrepressed state of the organism. When muscular rigidities
(in which repressions have subsisted) are made fluid again,
the bodily "orgone energy" floods the organism and is experi-
enced as intense pleasure. Reich maintains that in a truly
"unarmored" state, expiration is so deep and unhindered
that, "genital pleasure sensations [follow] each expiration"
(1942).
e ) Iiavinf: a somatic feeling of "well-beinp" , increased
ene rf77 , a nri 3 1rength : Reports of conversion and other
mystical experiences often include this element. As feelings
of ecstasy often follow feelings of oppression, so does
increased energy seem to follow a low- point in the energy
output of the organism. The point between the end of the
"fall"' and the beginning of the "rise" (in energy output),
James terms the "center of indifference". James (1961)
explains the increase of physical energy as being due to a
consolidation of energies formerly dispersed in various,
often opposing, directions. Laing (1967) speaks of the
"unification of the divided self", Reich (1942, 1949),
of the re- establishment of somatic "self- regulation",
Perls (1969), of the merging of conflicted energies into a
unified "gestalt". All make the sane point, the enormous
energy potential of a unified organism. Perhaps we should
take seriously the report of a .Zen master "whose laugh was
heard over several counties" (Suzuki in Fingarette, 1963).
f) Having play as a concomitant variable : Most
traditional mystic reports lack a playful element. Perhaps
the religious seriousness is felt to he antithetical to
such an expression. Still, such reports are to be found: "It
seemed as if I were a boy again and the energy for play
had returned" (James, 1961, p. 155 )• The 'mystical'
experiences (including trances and 'automatic' states)
cultivated by members of the Surrealist Movement in France
during the 1920s and the 1930s are often examples of the most
absurd playfulness (Nadeau, 1965).
More commonly, one finds playful feelings and playful
perceptions in the literature on drug- induced mystical
states
:
From a description of an LSD experience (Watts, 1962):
*
There is simply no problem to life; it is completely
purposeless play- exuberance which is its own
end... The play of life is at first apprehended
rather cynically as an extremely intricate conteso
in one-upsmanship Later, humor gets the better
of cynicism.... Finally, rapaciousness and all-
embracing cosmic selfishness turns out to be a
disguira for the unmotivated play of love (p.
83).
Carlos Castaneda, during one of his first ritual peyote
trips, plays for hours with a dog, during which time each
playfully urinates on the other (Castaneda, 1968).
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Fingarette (1965) sees the mystic state as having several
essentially playful components: a loss of . self- conscious-
ness, an increase of passive receptivity, and a freeing of
bodily movement.
S) Leadin- to relatively long- term personality
,
"behavioral, and perceptual changes : James (1961) notes that
the results of the conversion or mystical experience are as
varied as the people having such experiences. Personality
change ranges from almost none to almost complete, examples
of the latter being found amongst the lives of the various
saints. Where a profound change has occurred, it may often
be characterized most briefly as a "unification of opposites"
Mystics may thus combine complete selfishness with complete
selflessness; total adherence to an ideal with total
fluidity ('attachment' and ' non- attachment ') ; severity and
humour; relentless energy and total passivity; godliness
and humaneness; spirituality and sensuality (James, 1961;
Fingarette, 1965). Fingarette (1963) offers an explanation
for such paradoxes; "Since the only language we have for
both modes of experience ('normal r and 'mystic') is the one
language, the language of self, it inevitably appears that
the mystic constantly contradicts himself (p. 30z0-
From this, it might be inferred that the mystic inhabits a
region v;here the separation lines are blurred or absent,
where what appears to the normally- conscious mind as a
set of opposites is seen as a fusion.
18
Other long- term changes include: increased openness
to experience, feelings of 'rebirth', loss of usual fears,
increased power and strength, increased confidence, 'fresher'
perceptual capacities, a new hunger for life, and new
feelings of acceptance of the Universe (Huxley, 1954;
James, 1961; Watts, 1962 and 1969; Fingarette, 1963; Jung,
1965).
3 ) ' Peak' Experiences :
This is a category of experience named by Maslow
(1962) which includes 'mystic- like' states and any other
experience of complete ecstasy or ''transient self- actuali-
zation"
. Maslow analyzed data from 80 personal interviews
and written responses by 190 college students to the followim
question:
I would like you to think of the most wonderful
experience or experiences in your life; happiest
moments, moments of rapture, perhaps from being
in love, or listening to music or suddenly being
"hit" by a book or painting, or from some great
creative moment.... Try to tell me how you feel
in such acute moments, how you feel differently
than the way you feel at other times, how you 'are
at the moment a different person in some ways
(Maslow, 1962, p. 67).
The difference between what is usually called a "mystic
experience" and a "peak experience" might only be the
language used to describe it, and the frame of reference it
occupies in the experiencer ' s mind. In the former experience
religious or supernatural words and ideas are used; in the
latter, secular and natural concepts are employed. With
this in mind, let us briefly note the relation of the peak
19
experience (as described by Maslow's Ss) to the criteria
defining the hyperalert-hyperreal state: .
a ) Having a gjjbjecjbive feeling of increased per-
ceptual alertness : During the peak experience, "the
experience or object tends to be seen as a whole, as a
complete unit, detached from relations, from possible
usefulness, from expediency, and from purpose" (Maclow,
1962, p. 70). The object seen is attended to with complete
fascination and in the absence of 'rubricizing' (thinking
of an object as merely part of a category of objects)
(Laski, 1961; Maslow, 1962). Lee (1959) describes a non-
comparing, non- judgmental type of perception found among
certain primitive peoples which seems to fit with this
state. The object sustains unusual attention because it
is "cared for" in a certain way- it is totally fascinating
(Hameche, 1961).
Schachtel (1959) gives an explanation for this percep-
tual phenomenon. It has been noted that in the peak
experience ordinary needs of the organism are momentarily
resolved (Ma slow, 1962). Schachtel maintains that the
separation of an object from its role as a satisfier
of a particular need permits a fuller perception of that
object. It may be seen in numerous ways as opposed to the
one way (that best fulfilling the need) usually experienced
in the normal state. "The object emerges when the need-
tension is relaxed" (Schachtel, 1959, P- 258). This is,
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in essence, a 'playful' perception: e perception freed of
one specific end- state, just as ploy is activity not
bounded by one particular end- state. The explanations of
Puffer (in James, 1961) and Deikman (1966) offered with
regard to perception in the mystic state appear to apply
in this case also. The "deautoinatization" in the In tier's
work is synonomous with Maslow' s (1962) "lack of rubrici-
zation", as well as with Schachtel's playful perception.
Maslow (1962) notes that the peak experience is one
of muscular relaxation and total pleasure. With this in
mind, some remarks of Reich give a further explanation of
the perceptual 'clearing* of the peak experience: "In a
state of pleasure, the pupils, as a result of parasympathetic
reaction, are contracted and thus increase acuity of
vision (Reich, 1942, p. 263).
b ) It'vinr; n subjective J.'ool in;'; of renli.ty more
intense th- n norm?:! re: lit;/ : Reports of peak experiences
often include this feeling; (Laski, 1961; Maslow, 1962a
and b). This is perhaps best explained by the concreteness
of perceptions as opposed to their normal abstractness
(Maslow, 1962; Schachtel , 1959). The energy freed by the
momentary resolution of conflicts in the peak experience
enables more energy to be investeu. in the "libidinal field"
(the "perceptual range"). This, as has been noted, is
a direct correlate of the subjective feeling of reality
(Weisman, 195^; Deikman, 1966).
c) Having a ps.ycliol op;i 1 method of nroducti on :
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Most of the production mechanisms for the peak experience
listed by Thorne (196$) are psychological in nature. The
one exception is the 'sensual' peak experience. The other
categories are:
1) Emotional peak experiences (love,
euphori a , humor )
.
2) Cognitive peak experiences (discovery,
invention, creativity).
3) Gonative peak experiences (growth
experiences, the culmination of tremendous strivings).
4) Self- Actualization (Reorganization of
the self- concept, as encountered in insight).
5) Climax experiences: Moments of extreme
beauty, fulfillment, "full" living (p. 250).
The reports by Maslow's subjects (1962) are entirely free
of states induced by purposeful manipulation of sensory
processes (either overload or deprivation) or somatic
processes (fasting, hyperventilation, and drug- adminis-
tration). Thus, the peak: experience may be inferred to
be a naturally occurring state and not subject to voluntary
control. It is similar in this respect to the 'conversion'
type of mystical state, as well as to the hyperalert-hyperreal
s t s t e •
d ) Having an effective feeling of ecstasy : Maslow
(1962) states:
"One aspect of the peak- experience is a complete,
though momentary, loss of fear, anxiety, inhibition,
defense and control, a giving up of renunciation,
delay, and restraint... Joy has been attained,
which means a temoorary end to the striving for
joy (p. 89).
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Laski (1961) wrote an entire book on the various types of
ecstasy experienced in 'peak' moments. The explorations
of Reich (1942, 1949) concerning the relaxation of the
musculature and the induction of "bioenergetic streamings"
("orgone energy") again apply.
e ) Having a somatic feeling of well- beings increased
energy potential, etc .: Maslow (1962) states, "The person
in the peak experience feels himself more than at other
times to be the responsible, active, creating center of
his activities and his perceptions. He feels more like
the primemover, more self- determined!' (p. 100). As in
the mystic experience, this feeling is occasioned by the
"unification of the divided self" (James, 1961). Less
energy is lost through restraint, self- doubt, and contra-
dictions of will (Maslow, 1962; Perls, 1969). The person
"looks (to the observer) more integrated, more at peace
with himself, more synergic" (Maslow, 1962, p. 98).
f) Having play as a concomitant variable : Maslow
(1962) notes, n JfSy self- actualizing Ss, picked because they
were very mature, were at the same time, also childish.
I called it a 'healthy childishness', a 'second naivete
1 "
(p. 90). He also finds in his reports a description of a
"godlike gaiety (humor, fun, foolishness, silliness, play,
laughter)" (p. 100), which is considered one of the highest
self- actualizing values. Other attributes of play are
common in the peak experience: Spontaneity, "instinctivene
and unselfconscious behavior (Laski, 1961; Maslow, 1962;
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Thome, 1965); the action is relatively "unsought, non-
desired, unneeded, purposeless, unmotivated" (Maslow, 1962,
p. 102).
The playfulness of this state could be called
"happy joy or gay exuberance or delight. It
has a quality of spilling over as of richness
or surplus. It is existential in the sense that
it is an amusement or delight with both the
smallness (weakness) and the largeness (strength)
of the human being, transcending the dominance-
subordinate polaj?ity" (Maslow, 1962, p. 106).
Also found in the peak experience are the playful components
noted by Fingarette (1963) as part of the mystical
experience: a loss of self- consciousness, an increase
in passive receptivity, and a freeing of bodily movement.
This play in best understood as the automatic result
of the need reduction end conflict resolution which are
inherent to the peak experience. The freeing of formerly
conflicted energies gives rise both to playful, cleared
perceptions and playful, uninhibited actions. The loss
of self- consciousness (unification of the actor and the
observer) is felt to be especially important to the
emergence of play.
h) Leading to relatively lonr> tern personality,
behavioral, and perceptual changes : The changes parallel
those following the mystic experience. Neurotic symptoms
are sometimes removed; the self- concept undergoes a change
in the positive direction; relations with people may change
(one may come to love easier, but to need love less);
one's view of the world may change (may be seen as more
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complex- things seen as more unique); the person may develop
more fully his individuality (self- actualization); he
may become more expressive and spontaneous and less inhibite
(Laski, 1961; Haslow, 1962). Some dangers have been noted
also: a tendency towards passivity, inhibition of actions,
and a tendency towards less responsibility towards others .
(perhaps due to less need for others' approval) (Maslow,
1962).
From the literature on the 'mystic' and 'peak' states,
we draw the following conclusions: The terms, "mystic
state" and "peak experience" actually delineate two ranges
of ASC , which seem to overlap to a great degree, i.e.,
most of the phenomena are descriptive of both states.
Particular to the mystic state is the religious or cosmic
framework in which the experience is perceived, as well as
described. Perceptual peculiarities are visions, hallu-
cinations, and pseudohallucinations. As has been noted,
it is often difficult to determine whether the report of
a 'vision' is to be taken literally. Often the reports
may be describing a more simple perceptual 'clearing' in
language rich in 'vision-associated' metaphors.
In the overlapping region between the two ranges of
ASC lies the hypothesized state of eiiis study, the "hyper-
alert-hyperreal state". Most of the characteristics of
this state have been formerly described under either,
"mystic states" or "peak experiences".
The present study is an attempt to assess as precisely
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as possible the nature of this state: How extensive is its
occurrence, how does it differ from the normal state of
consciousness, do persons reporting the state differ in any
measure able way from those not reporting it? In addition,
with the now widespread non-professional experimentation
with hallucinogenic drugs, it seems desirable to investigate
possible differences between a non-drug induced state and
one produced through pharmaceutical ingestions.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD
Sub.j ects
The author spoke to several summer- school psychology
classes at a large state university to ask for volunteers
for an investigation into altered states of consciousness.
At this time, no specific description of the hypers lert-
hyperreal (Hafir) state was presented. The request for Ss
was brief and mainly stressed the fact that no manipulation
techniques would be used: that people having had either
non-drug or drug-induced altered states of consciousness
were especially welcome; but that the study could use anyone,
regardless of experience with these states. Students were
also assured that precautions would be taken to insure
anonymity, a safeguard against any possible legal conse-
quences of drug reports.
Out of a total of approximately 200 students in the
4 classes, 87 volunteered to be 3s in the experiment.
This group included 32 males and 55 females ranging in age
from 17 years to the late 40s, with most falling between
18 and 22.
The Ss were divided into three groups of 11 Ss each
on the basis of a Self- Report
:
Group I: HaHr-UD (hyperalert-hyperreal non-drug)
group: Those Ss reporting an identifiable occurrence of the
hyperalert-hyperreal (HaHr) state as non drug induced.
Group II: HaHr-D (Hyperalert-hyperreal drug) group:
Those Ss reporting an identifiable occurrence of the hype
alert-hyperreal state as drug induced.
Group III: N.E. (no experience) group: Those Ss not
reporting an identifiable occurrence of the HaHr state.
The distribution by sex among the various groups is
presented in Table I:
TABLE I: Distribution of Ss by Sex.
Male Female Total
I. HaHr -KD group 2 9 11
II. HaHr -D group 3 8 11
III. N.E. group 5 6 11
Totals 10 23 33
Ss in experiment but not
assigned to a group:* 22 32
All Ss in experiment 32 55 87
*The number chosen for each group above was determined by
the number able to be assigned to group I.
Instruments
The author's initial personal experiences were followed
by a year and a half long search for other persons who had
had similar experiences. With the passage of time, an
informal interview technique was developed which allowed
the person describing his 'journey' to fully develop
cognitive and affective associations to all phases of his
experience. Gradually, a series of elements began to
emerge which seemed to describe a definable syndrome. A
list of some 70 characteristics was evolved by the author
and grouped, on the basis of face validity, into five of
the seven categories of characteristics originally ascribed
to the state (see p. 8): 1) perceptual changes; 2) changes
in the sense of reality; 3) feelings of playfulness; 4)
increased energy level; and 5) ecstatic feelings. 'Two
categories, the first relating to psychologies! factors as
antecedent conditions and the second relating to long-
term personality effects, were dropped from the list of
hypothesized components because of the infrequency of
reported occurrence.
The list of characteristics of the Ha-Kr state msde
up part of a Check-List (See Appendix I) administered to
all Ss in this study. In addition to the "positive" .
components of the state, a list of 51 "negative" items, in
most cases the opposite of a "positive" item (for example,
'blurred' vision, as opposed to 'cleared' vision) was
added, both to minimize the probability of a response set
and to explore the possibility of a "two- tailed" effect
(both blurred and cleared vision; bcth severe depression
and ecstasy;. Finally, Check-List items from standardized
personality inventories (Zuckerman et al. , 1964; Nowlis,
1965; Epstein, 1970; Tomaszewski & Hackey, 1970) were added
to make a total of 169 items which were divided into 23
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scales (see Apendix IV).
Procedure
The data were all gathered in one day to eliminate the
possibility of "contamination" by group discussion. Three
sessions, each accomodating between 25 snd 4-0 3s, were held.
Ss were given the following written description of
the HaHr state
:
"We are interested in identifying people who have had
the following experience: Either gradually or suddenly,
normal perception undergoes a change. The person feels
himself immersed in a qualitatively different form of
consciousness in which the visual clarity of objects seems
to have jumped to a level far beyond that of normal reality.
The person is startled by the sharpness of his visual
perceptions; he sees details too small and variations too
slight to be seen by his eyes in their normal state. .
Perception is richer, fuller, and more sensuous. Some
additional perceptual changes which may be present are:
Colors appear to be brighter and more intense; the outlines
of objects seem more pronounced; there is often an increased
sense of depth; the world appears "new and clean"; everything
appears more beautiful or significant or mysterious. In
the extreme, consciousness is totally dominated by the
objects one is viewing; one may feel a sense of "union"
with the object, the self- other boundary having been
obliterated.
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Also, to the person in this state, experiences feel
more "real" then they would under "normal" circumstances.
Heality has a sharper impact. Indeed, "normal" reality
may seem "dreamlike" by comparison.
In addition to the perceptual changes and the increased
sense of reality, some people have reported other changes.
These have included such things as an increase in physical
energy, an increase in playfulness, and an overall ecstatic
feeling. The state probably exists with all combinations
of these additional characteristics and may indeed yield
the opposite characteristics in some cases (for example,
a feeling of despair, as opposed to an ecstatic feeling).
The main criteria for the existence of the state are the
perceptual changes and the changes in the feeling of
reality.
The extreme forms of this state have been described as
either a "mystic experience" or a "peak experience". More
recently, certain hallucinogenic drugs (LSD, mescaline,
etc.) have duplicated the extreme forms of this state for
some people, but have led to entirely different experiences
for others."
As can be seen, perceptual changes and alterations
in the sense of reality were especially emphasized. These
seemed to be the most impressive and easily identifiable
changes in the reports of earlier 3s. The description of
the other three characteristics (Play, Energy, and Ecstasy)
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was minimized in order to insure a more "uninfluenced"
Self- Report. If all five categories truly comprised
a "syndrome", the three relatively unstressed characteris-
tics should nevertheless appear in both the Self- Report
and the Check- List.
Following the description presented above were the
instructions for the Self- Report:
"Please use the following questions to describe a
personal experience in which your perception and sense of
reality were altered, preferably in the direction described
above. In the absence of such an experience, describe a
state in which these two variables were altered more than
at any other time (Use the reverse of the sheets, if
necessary. )
.
1) What were the specific circumstances leading to
your experience? (Possible examples: Ingestion of a drug
^If so, what drug? J, yoga, meditation, hypnosis, physical
exertion, an emotional experience ^describe^]
,
etc.).
a) If the state reported is a drug state , have
you ever had a similar non- drug experience?
If so, was this before or after your first use of
drugs ?
If after, how long after;
As briefly as possible, tell how the two states
differed.
b ) If the state reported in a non- drug experience,
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did you ever use drugs before the onset of this state?
If so, what drug(s) and how long before?
Have you ever had a simile r drug experience?
If so, as briefly as possible, tell how the two
states differed.
2) Settings: Where did this experience occur?
At what time of the day?
In what season of the year?
Were other people present?
Were any others in a similar state?
3) Describe the specific perceptual changes that you
noticed.
4) Describe any emotional changes that might have
occurred.
5) Describe any physical changes (including energy
level, tension level, etc.) that might have occurred.
6) Briefly describe what your behavior was like during
this period.
7) What was the duration of the experience?
wkere there after- effects?
8) Describe any long- term effects of the experience
(especially upon personality, emotions, perception, view of
reality, etc,). Do you regard the experience as favorable?
9) Include any other information descriptive of, or re-
lated to, your particular experience."
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After each S had finished writing his Self-Report,
he turned it in and was given the Check-List (See Appendix
III). Instructions viere as follows:
"Below are a large number of characteristics, some of
which have been reported by others during altered states of
consciousness. Please use this list to describe the presence
of these characteristics under two different conditions:
1) Under the altered state of consciousness previously
described by you (or under similar altered states of
consciousness); and 2) Under the condition you are in when
you feel your perception and sense of reality is 'normal' "
(This method was derived from Epstein, 1970).
"Place an X in the box under column 5 if the characte-
ristic was very strong and frequent under that particular
condition. Place an Z in the box under column 3 if "the
characteristic was moderately strong or frequent. Place
an X in the box under column 1 if the characteristic was
absent completely or very weak and rare. Use columns 2
and 4 for in- between ratings.
Try to make distinctions between the two conditions
whenever possible.
Work rapidly- give your first impressions.
Please use the back of this sheet for any individual
comments concerning your experiences with any of these items"
The Self Reports were rated by the author and one other
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individual having extensive experience with the described
state but not having any knowledge of the" Check-List
scales. The ratings were made independently, although
discussion of individual cases was necessary to facilitate
arriving at suitable criteria for judging the Self- Reports.
The criteria finally arrived at included:
1 ) Subjective feeling ; of Increased Visual Clarity :
Specific mention of increased visual clarity was necessary
with more credence given to reports supplying a concrete
example (as in S-l, "The things around me got very vivid"
^general statement] ; "I feel I could count the pine
needles on the trees" ^specific example]).
2) Rarity : Some indication thst this event was quite
unusual in the context of the person's life.
3) Length of the State : If the reported state lasted
from a few minutes up to several hours (5-6) in length,
the report was considered more likely to be a candidate
for the HaHr -ND group than., a report giving the length of
the state as several days, weeks, or months.
4) Antecedent Conditions : If the state reported was
preceded by conditions presumed to be associated with the
hypothesized state (from the experience of either of the
two raters or from the experience of other persons inter-
viewed), or if the reported state was preceded by conditions
similar to those reported for mystic or peak experiences,
more weight was given to such a report. Such antecedent
conditions included: Depression, or any other intense
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emotional state (love, etc.); crisis situations; physical
or mental stress; and intense involvement, with a task or
with external stimuli.
5) Lonp;- Term Effects : If a subject reported that
his experience had a profound effect on his personality,
sense of reality, or especially, his sense of perception,
the Self- Report was more likely to be rated as part of the
Hallr -ND group than a report including no such effects.
5) Change in the Sense of Reality : This was agreed
upon to be among the criteria, but, as it was very rarely
mentioned in any of the Self-Reports, it was considered
the least crucial in this list.
As can be seen from the above criteria, the assignment
to groups was, for the most part (except for Criterion 1),
made on a different basis from the evaluation (scoring)
of the Check-Lists after the assignment to groups. It
should be noted also that the Self- Reports and the Check-
Lists were kept completely separate until after the final
group designations were agreed upon, and that no Check-
Lists were looked at until after the evaluation of the
Self- Reports was completed.
(One limitation of the above method was the possibility
of an unconscious bias on the part of the author towards
selecting reports which would "produce" differences between
the three groups. Due mainly to a lack of a reliable source
of raters, this method was selected. In future studies, the
charge of bias would "be more successfully defended against
if the author prepared exact written descriptions of the
criteria to "be used in rating the Self- Reports and
did not take part in the rating himself.)
After discussion and agreement on a suitable set of
criteria, the two raters reread the Self- Reports and
independently formed an HcHr -ND group. Seven of the most
clearly representative reports were independently agreed
upon by both raters to fall within this group. After further
discussion concerning another group of ten reports, it was
mutually decided to retain four of these v;ithin the group.
These 11 Ss were given the designation, "HaHr -KD" group.
The number of Ss found to fall definitely into the
HaHr-HD group (11=11) was taken to be the standard for the
size of the other two groups. Thus, only the Check- Lists
of the 33 "extreme group" Ss (ft* 11 in each group) were •
finally evaluated.
Each of the 169 Check- List items contributed to one
or more separate scales, of which there were 23 in total.
These included: Perception* , Perception-, Play+ , Play-,
Reality*, Reality-, Energy+, Energy-, Ecstasy*, Ecstasy-,
Fatigue, Affection, Surgency, Egotism, Concentration, Vigor,
Anxiety, Aggression, Depression, Guilt, Tension, Arousal,
and Disorganization. The items in the first ten scales
were grouped by the author on the basis of face validity
(see p. 24); the items making up the last thirteen scales
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were grouped on the basis of standardized personality check-
lists (Zuckermcn et. al.
,
1964; !Tov;lis, 1965; Epstein, 1970;
Toinazewski & Mackey, 1970). (See Appendix I for a complete
listing of the items making up each of these scales.)
The scores for oil three groups (Hallr-ND, Hsxlr-D,
and IT.E.), for the two states of consciousness (altered
and normal), and for all 23 dependent variables were then
calculated. These totals v:ere computer evaluated by the 3
(groups) x 2 (states) analysis of variance model (Biomedical
Program No. BND08V). Separate analyses were obtained for
each of the 23 separate scales (See Appendix IV for complete
A1I0VA tables).
Hypotheses
There were two major hypotheses in this study:
1) That the Check-List would discriminate between
the three groups.
2) That the Check-List would discriminate between
the two states of consciousness.
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C H A P T E R I V
RESULTS
r | m
•
A major result of the study was the clarification of
an identifiable syndrome
,
previously termed the "hyperalert-
hyperreal (HaHr) state" (see p. 8). In both the Self-
Reports and the Check-Lists, the hypothesized picture of the
state was largely validated.
A fev; examples from the Self-Reports of the HaHr-ND
group will help clarify the general trend:
1 ) Pej.^ceptua.l changes :
"The world became physically brighter. ... It .
seemed that the world I had seen before was black and
white in comparison. . .
.
"One day I was driving down the main street of
my city when all of a sudden the trees seemed greener
and fuller and taller. The other cars going by were a
brighter blue or red" (S-5).
"...The things around me got very vivid. I felt
I could count the pine needles on the trees" (S-10).
"Everything took on a new light. The room was
brighter and had more color and the blades of grass
seemed to stand out in greater detail" (S-4-5).
2) Pi-y :
"[I kept] jumping and twirling around I
almost tripped a couple of times, because I would
twirl around and throw my head back to catch rain-
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drops in my mouth and in my eyes" (S-/1).
3) Sense of Reality :
"I felt detached from my body. Felt like I was
in a movie watching myself and the rest of the world"
(S-14).
4 ) Energy :
"(I felt) great physical energy" (3-24).
"I felt like an electric current was going through
me" (3-21).
3) Ecstasy :
"I felt good, cheerful, pleased with myself,
happy to be alive, at peace with the world and all of
its creatures... and yet ecstatic" (5-1).
"It vies as though I had reached the highest
pleasure level possible" (S-69).
The Self- Reports also proved useful in an understanding
of conditions preceding the HaHr-NL state. These are
described in Tahle II (page 41 ).
The scoring and analysis of the Check-List scales
provided group (G), state (St), and interaction (GxSt)
effects. The overall G and St effects are not very informa-
tive since these effects are in part a summation of non-
similar altered states. (The altered states in the N.E.
group are different both from the altered states in the
other two groups and from each other.). Specific
comparisons within these overall effects, on the other hand,
are useful. The overall interaction effects are useful
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since these effects do not include the summation of non-
similar states.
The method of analysis is illustrated in Table III:
TABLE III: Analysis of Variance for Dependent
Variable 1 (Perception+ )
.
Source
Groups (G)
States (St)
Replications R(G)
GroupsxStates (GxSt)
RxSt (G)
•Significant at the .05 level.
**Significant at the .01 level.
df F
6944 . 4848
4992.0606
10001.4545
5504.1212
3105.8182
2
1
30
2
30
3472.2424
4992. 0606
335.5818
2752. 0606
103.4606
10.4152
48 . 2508
26.6000
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TABLE II: Antecedent Conditions Described
in the Self-Reports of the HaHr-KD
Group (n=ll) for the Altered State
I. Emotional Factors:
(1) Depression (4):
S-71: Unspecified
S-l: Unspecified
S-5* Due to a conflict with parents over
a 3 month period.
S-14*: Due to a close friend "flipping out"
in en encounter group.
(2) Crisis Situation (1):
S-4-5: Being near death after a dangerous
operation.
(3) Love (1):
S-41* : Thinking of the loved one, who was at
a distance.
(4) Close Emotional Contact (1):
S-32: "Opening up" to one other person.
II. External Factors (2):
S-69: A "beautiful sunset.
S-41*: In the desert, near some incredible Indi
ruins
.
Ill: Intense Involvement With a Task (2):
S-ll: Art work.
S-21: A discussion of philosophy and mysticism.
IV. Physical Stress (l):
S-14*: No time alone: lack of sleep; state of
nearexhaustion due to driving non-stop across the
country.
* In two cases, S-14 and S-41, states were due to a com-
bination of two factors.
(One S tS-24] is not represented in the above table, as
she did not report on any one specific state.)
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TABLE IV: Significant F Ratios for Group (G),
State (St), and Interaction (GxSt) Effects.
Source
Grouo (G)
State (St)
Interaction
Group
State
Interaction
Group
State
Interaction
Group
State
Interaction
Percent. + Percept.- Play+
10.4152**
48.2508**
26.6000**
Energy-
5-3488*
11.0264**
Fatigue
4.5971*
8.8715**
Vigor
10.0066**
15.4474**
3.7290*
Affection
6.2693**
8.8830**
Anxiety
5.4727**
7.9701**
Tension
Group
State
Interaction
*Significant at .05 level.
**Significant at .01 level.
6.9973**
11. 5088**
17.1914**
Reality+ Re slit.7-
14.5540**
63.4110**
16.3304**
^urgency
3.4087*
5.1598*
9.0249**
9.7751**
Ecstasy+
6.9744**
22.8591**
15.1493**
Egotism
energy 4-
14.0071
Ecstasy-
6.6059**
Concentration
5.0068*
Aggression Depress . Guil 1
6.7453*
5.9057
Arousal
3.4178
Disorgan c
3.6689
12.0139** 8.0291**
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TABLE V: Cell Means of the 23 Check-List
Variables for All Groups Over Two States
Percept .-
altered normal
) 87.90909 61.909C .
98.18182 64.00000
52.90909 60. 90909
Percent .
+
HaHr (n.d
HaHr (d.)
N.E.
Play*
HaHr (n.d
HaHr (d. )
N.E.
Renlity+
HaHr (n.d
HaHr (d. )
N.E.
Energy
+
altered normal
HaHr (n.d.) 55-56364 25-72727
33.00000 25.27273
20.27273 30.54545
altered norm-1
) 55.45455 40.65636
58.18182 46.09091
34.63636 42.72727
altered normal
29.72727 20.09091
31.63636 21.45455
18.18182 18. 27273
HaHr (d. )
N.E.
Ecstasy*
HaHr (n.d.)
HaHr (d.)
N.E.
Fatigue
HaHr (n.d.)
HaHr (d.
)
N.E.
Surr^encj
altered normal
64.45 ; :
-.;> 38.81818
60. 27273 42.45455
35.5^545 42.65636
altered normal
6.63656 II.54545
12.72727 14.45455
16. 54-545 11.2727
altered normal
HaHr (n.d.) 12.81818 11.45455
HaHr (d.) 14.09091 13.45455
N.E. 7.09091 12.36364
Concentration
altered normrl
HaHr (n.d.) 19- 00000 16.09091
HaHr (d. ) 17-18182 17- 00000
N.E. 12.5ZW 14.36364
HaHr (n.d.)
HaHr (d.
)
N.E.
N.E.
Reality-
HaHr (n.d.
)
HaHr (d.
N.E.
Enerrry-
N.E.
~W r* c i* c T7-
N.E.
Affection
altered normal
8.656;6
12.63636
20.63636
10.72727
15-18182
18.81818
altered no rmal
18. 09091
31.00000
29.09091
55. 6.^656
33.90909
26.36564
altered normal
3.54545
6.00000
6.18182
5.45455
7.18182
5.18182
altered normal
10.09091
19. 81818
28.81818
19.09091
22.27275
18. 90909
altered normrl
23.72727
40.72727
44 . c : ; :
41.72727
38.09091 31.00000
altered normal
HaHr (n.d.) 15.65636
HaHr (d. ) 15.09091
U.S. 8.27273
12.72727
16. 90909
13.72727
Egotism
HaHr (n.d.)
HaHr (d.
)
N.E.
altered normal
7.45455
11.18182
9.18182
8.36o64
11.81818
9.72727
Vigor
altered normal
HaHr (n.d.) 15-54545
HaHr (d. ) 10-72727
N.E. 5.54545
10.09091
8.56564
11.09091
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TABLE V: Cell Means of the 23 Check-List
Variables for All Groups Over Two States
(cont
.
)
altered normal
9.00000
21.00000
20.90909
altered normal
Anxiety
HaHr (n.d.)
HaHr (d.
)
N.E.
Depression
HaHr (n.d.)
HaHr (d. )
N.E.
Tension
c? 1 "t 0 x*G (3.
HaHr (n.d.) 10.27275
HaHr (d. ) 10.63636
N.E. 8.09091
8.72727
16.36364
14.3636
14.27273
16. 90909
13.31818
16.18182
16. 54545
11.45455
normal
00000
10.27273
9.00000
altered
8 . 65636
14.09091
13.36364
altered
Ap;gression-
HaHr (n.d.
)
HaHr (d.
)
N.E.
Guilt
HaHr (n.d.)
HaHr (d.)
N.E.
Arousal
altered
HaHr (n.d.) 17-72727
HaHr (d. ) 33-00000
N.E. 33-81818
9.90909
16.00000
14.45455
normal
15.72727
17.18182
13.45455
normal
17.27273
17.45455
14.63636
normal
29.72727
28.27273
23.27273
Disorganization
altered
HaHr (n.d. ) 5-18182
HaHr (d.) 10.54545
N.E. 9-36564
normal
7.54545
7-4-5455
7.09091
Key :
Groups : HaHr-ND: Hyperalert-Hyperreal (non-drug) group
HaHr-D : Hyperalert-Hyperreal (drug) group
N.E.: No Experience group
States : Normal: T.;lien the S feels his perception and sense of
reality is normal.
Altered: When the 3 feels his perception and sense of
reality have been substantially altered.
(The dialysis of variance for all 2^ dependent variables may
be found in Appendix IV).
For the specific comparisons irade v/ithin the overall G
and St effects a multiple comparison technique (Meyers, 1966)
was used. For a priori hypotheses (labelled * below) the
significance of the F value was based on the same criteria
used to test the overall effects. For the post hoc
hypotheses, the Scheffe' procedure (Meyers, 1966) was used
to determine the criterion F. The EW was set at .10. For
the specific comparisons made within the overall GxSt
(interaction) effects, a simple observation procedure was
used.
Inter- gtion (Gx3t) Effects
The analysis of variance yielded significant overall
interaction effects in 18 variables (See Table 17, page- 4-2).
The following independent results were observed (Gee
Table V, page 4$ for actual means in all cells):
1) Perception+ : Increases in both HaHr groups from
normal to altered state, as compared with a decrease in the
N.E. group.
2) Play+: Increases in both Kallr groups from the
normal to the altered state, as compared with a. decrease in
the N.E. group.
3) Play-: A decrease in the HaHr-HD group from normal
to altered state, as compared with relatively stable levels
in the other two groups.
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4) Reality+: Increases in both HaHr groups from
normal to altered state, as compared with a stable level
in the N.E. group.
5) Energy+: Increases in both HaHr groups from the
normal to the altered state, as compared with a decrease in
the N.E. group.
6) Energy-: A decrease in the HaHr-ND group from normal
to altered state, as compared to a relatively stable level
in the HaHr-D group and an increase in the N.E. group.
7) Ecstasy+: Increases in both HaHr groups from the
normal to the altered state, as compared with a decrease in
the N.E. group.
8) Ecstasy-: A decrease in the HaHr-ND group from
normal to altered state, as compared with a relatively
stable level in the HaHr-D group and an increase in the N.E.
group
.
9) Fatigue: A decrease in the HaHr-ND group from
normal to altered state, as compared with a relatively
stable level in the HaHr-D group and an increase in the
N.E. group
.
10) Affection: An increase in the HaHr-ND group from
normal to altered state, as compared with a relatively stable
level in the HaHr-D group and a decrease in the N.E. group.
11) Surgency: Relatively stable levels in both HaHr
groups, as compared with a decrease in the N.E. group from
normal to altered state.
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12) Vigor: Increases in both HaHr groups from normal to
altered state, as compared with a decrease in the N.E.
group
.
13) Anxiety: A decrease in the HaHr-ND from normal
to altered state, as compared with increases in the other
two groups.
14) Depression: A decrease in the HaHr-ND group from
normal to altered state, as compared with relatively stable
levels in the HaHr-D group and an increase in the N.E.
group
15) Guilt: A decrease in the HaHr-ND group from normal
to altered state, as compared with relatively stable levels
in the other two groups.
16) Arousal: A decrease in the HaHr-ND group from
normal to altered state, as compared "with an increase in
the other two groups.
17) Disorganization: A decrease in the HaHr-ND group
from normal to altered state, as compared with increases
in the other two groups.
'These results may be summarized to present a clearer
picture of differences and similarities among the three
groups
:
1) Hailr-ND group : Increases occurred in the following
categories from the normal to the altered state: Perception+,
?lay+, Reality+, Energy+, Ecstasy+, Affection, and Vigor.
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Decreases, occurred in the following categories: Play-,
Energy-, Ecstasy-, Fatigue, Anxiety, Depression, Guilt,
Arousal, and Disorganization.
2) HaHr-D rtqup: Increases occurred in the following
categories from normal to altered state: Perception,
Play+, Reality*, Energy+, Ecstasy+, Vigor, Anxiety, Arousal,
and Disorganization. There were no significant decreases.
3) N.E. rrou-o : Increases occurred from normal to
altered state in the following categories: Energy-,
Ecstasy-, Fatigue, Anxiety, Depression, Arousal, Disorganiza-
tion. Decreases occurred in the following categories:
Perceptions-
,
Play+, Energy+
,
Ecstasy-*-, Affection, Surgency,
and Vigor.
Every significant change from the normal to the altered
state of consciousness for the HaHr-ND group was in a
"positive" direction (in the sense of relative desirability).
In contrast, the HaHr-D group described both "positive"
and "negative" changes.
The most striking differences between these two groups
were found in the following categories: Anxiety, Arousal,
and Disorganization. The HaHr-HD group described decreases
in these characteristics in the altered state, while the
HaKr-D group described increases in these characteristics.
The altered states described by the N.E. group are
largely "negative".
Group (C-) Effects
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The only group (G) effect which was found to add any
further information to the previous analysis of group
differences in the altered state was in the Concentration
scale. In the altered state, both HaHr groups were
significantly higher than the N.E. group.
Individual comparisons of group differences in the normal
state of consciousness produced no consistent effects (See
Table V).
State (St) Effects
The St effects were a measure of the differences
between the two "states" of consciousness, the normal and
the altered. Two questions answered by an examination of
the individual St effects are
:
1) Hoy; does the normal state of consciousness differ
from tie altered state in the HaHr-ND group?
2) How does the normal state of consciousness differ
from the altered in the HaHr-D group?
The multiple comparisons contributing information
towards answering these questions included the following:
1) Variable 1 (Percept. +): Significant differences
between normal and altered state for both HaHr groups
(altered higher than normal)*.
2) Variable 2 (Play+): Significant differences between
normal and altered state for both HaHr groups (altered
higher than normal)*.
3) Variable 3 (Play-): Significant differences between
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normal and altered state only in the HaHr-ND group (altered
lower than normal)*.
Variable 4 (Reality*): Significant difference between
altered and normal state in both HaHr groups (eltered
higher than normal)*.
Variable 5 (Ecstasy+): Significant differences between
the altered and normal state for both HaHr groups (altered
higher than normal)*.
Variable 6 (Aggression): Significant difference between
the altered and the normal state in the HaHr-ND group
(altered lower than normal)*.
Variable 7 (Guilt): Significant difference between
altered and normal state in HaHr-ND group (altered lower
than normal)*.
In summary, we may answer the first question thus:
Ss in the non-drug group during the HaHr state described a
clearing of perception, an increase in playfulness, an
increase in the sense of reality, an increase in physical
energy, a feeling of ecstasy, and lowered aggressive and
guilt impulses.
We may answer the second question as follows: The drug
group described a clearing of perception, an increase in
playfulness, an increase in the sense of reality, increased
physical energy, and a feeling of ecstasy.
Several unexpected results are also noteworthy. The
first is that out of 87 Ss reading the description of the
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HaHr state, only two were completely unable to write a
Self- Report. It had been anticipated that there would be
a much larger number of Ss unable to relate to the written
description. A number of these reports described experiences
which appear to be outside the bounds of what we usually
think of as "normal experience". Among these were: A
report of an invisible 'presence' in a room; a description
of a hypnapompic state in which the person's limbs seemed
unusually large; a report by a practicing yogi of visions
encountered during meditation and during a sexual experience;
and an account by a woman, separated from her companions
in a large crowd, suddenly feeling the presence of God.
Many of the experiences described did not fit the traditional
categories of 'mystical' experience or 'peak' experience,
nor the hypothesized HaHr state.
A second unanticipated by- product of this investigation
was the large number of drug- induced experiences of all
types. Drugs used included: LSD and related substances
(STP, HDA, etc.), mescaline, peyote, marijuana, hashish,
opium, amphetemines , barbituates , and alcohol. Over 40
Ss reported directly on drug experiences; many of the non-
drug reporters noted that they had also experimented with
drugs. In all, 58 persons (66.67% of the total sample
population) reported some use of drugs.
A final unpredicted result was that, of the 11
experiences making up the HaHr-ND group, the nine most
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similar to the experimenter's written description were those
of women. However,a
X
2 test comparing the observed frequenci
of males and females in and out of the HaHr-ND group v:as not
significant.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The hyperalert-hyperreal state is not a conception
that makes a radical "break with the conceptions of certain
similar altered states of consciousness, the "mystic" state
and the "peak" experience. This study mey be seen as a
sharper focusing on the overlapping area of several large,
often nebulous, conceptual frameworks. This includes the
above two frameworks, as well as those of "psychedelic"
(drug- induced experiences), "psychotic", and so-called
"normal" experiences. The HaHr state may be regarded as a
state of being in which there emerges an identifiable pattern
of perceptual, affective, physical, and, perhaps to a lesser
degree, cognitive and behavioral components.
Most of the characteristics of this state have been
mentioned in first hand accounts of "mystic" experiences
as compiled by James (1961). Of significant note is a
similar type of antecedent condition in some instances,
i.e. , a severe psychological depression precedes the altered
state of consciousness. In the three most explicit instances
of the HaHr state (Ss 71, 1, and 5), such emotion apparently
was the precipitating factor. In a fourth case, the S (S-4^)
reported being near death before her experience, and, in a
fifth case (S-14) , the state was apparently due to a combina-
tion of depressive elements (a close friend "flipping out"
in an encounter group) and physical stress (no time alone,
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little sleep, driving non-stop across the country). There
appears to "be a great similarity between these experiences
and the "ecstatic" type of conversion experience reported
in James (Starbuck in James, 1961; Young in James, 1961).
Some of the other HaHr (non-drug) experiences are more
similar in antecedent conditions to "peak" experiences
(Maslow, 1962). One state (3-69) was apparently triggered
through viev;ing a particularly exquisite sunset; a second
(S-41) by a combination of emotional (love) and external
stimulus (being in the desert near some incredible Indian
ruins) factors; a third (S-32) by close physical, psychological,
and emotional contact with another person; a fourth (S-U)
through difficult but fulfilling involvement in art work; :
and a fifth (S-21) through intense intellectual stimulation
(a profound discussion in philosophy and mysticism). Al-
though in most cases a combination of different elements is
obvious, the above cases fit rather neatly into Thome's
(196$) categories of peak experiences. In succession, they
are examples of a "climax" experience, an "emotional"
peak experience (or a "climax" experience), a "self- actualiza-
tion" experience (or an "emotional" experience ) , a "conative"
experience, and finally, a "cognitive" peak experience.
The non-drug HaHr state shared some additional charac-
teristics with both mystic and peak experiences. In terms
of antecedent conditions, none of the experiences were due
to voluntary manipulation of any sort (physical, psychological,
etc.). They all occurred "spontaneously"- as did almost all
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reported mystic states in Jemes (1961) and peak experiences
in Maslow (1962) or Laski (1961). The HaHr state, like
the other experiences, produced profound after- effects.
Typically, these included: a new outlook on life ("My
whole attitude towards life changed... Life v:as more
meaningful "-3-45); a new "fullness" in living, including
increased susceptibility to both emotional "highs" and "lows"
a feeling of increased independence ("After that experience,
I could seriously control my own fate"- S-14); and improved
interpersonal relationships ("I am now able to give
more to people"- 3-^2; "I am more patient with other people"-
S-5). (Other similarities between the HaHr state and the
mystic or peak experience have been previously discussed;
(see pp. 8-22).
A major difference between the HaHr state and the mystic
experience is the emergence of playful behavior in the former
and the relative lack of such behavior in the latter. The
religious context of the typical mystic experience may be
responsible for this difference. Another possibility is
that the exalted state of consciousness that was the
traditional mystic experience has now evolved into a some-
what different experience, one now including a playful
element. 3uch a suggestion corresponds to Neale's (1969)
theory of play in which play, carried to its most mature
and developed expression, produces a truly religious
experience. In this analysis, the non- playful experience
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(that experience placing mo3t emphasis on the effect or
end-product, e.g.
,
"redemption" or "salvation") is replaced
by an experience in which the focuc is "in situ"; the
experience is enjoyed for itself- it is seen as its own
validation. "Kake-beliove" to some extent replaces "believing"
("fad bh").
There appears to be a major difference in focus on
physical change between the Haiir state and the peak
experience. In the latter, Ss often describe themselves
as feeling physically stronger, less tense, and moae grace-
ful. Haslow's (1962) description is more "psychological"
in orientation; it centers on lessened feelings of doubt
and self- contradiction. The physical changes in the Iialir
state parallel Reich's "unarmored" individuals (19^9),
a3 well as the "non-neurotic" individual of Perls (1969).
(See pages 14 and 20).
It is enlightening to compare the IlaHr state with
Ludwig's (1966) general analysis of altered states of
consciousness. The characteristics of the IlaHr state are
similar to this analysis in the following categories:
alterations of time; changes in emotions; change in meaning
or significance- There were also some striking differences:
1) Alterations in thinking ; Ludwig (1966) states,
"Subjective disturbances in concentration, attention,
memory and judgement represent common findings. Archaic
modes of thought (primary process) predominate, and reality
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testing appears impaired* (p. 13). In contrast, the HaHr
state results in reported improved concentration, attention,
and probably 'judgement 1
.
2) Perceptual distortions : Ludwig (1966) states that
"Common to most ASCs is the presence of perceptual aber-
rations, including hallucinations, pseudohallucinations
,
increased visual imagery, subjectively (emphasis added)
felt hyperacuteness of perception and illusions of every
variety" (p. 15). He implies strongly that all changes in
perception tend towards the illusory, toward "projection".
In contrast, the HaHr state is reported to produce a visual
reality much 'sharper 1 and 'clearer' than normal. The
experience seems to be a manifestation of lessened
projection, since the need to see things in a wish- ful-
filling way is decreased.
3) Loss of control : Ludwig (1966) states, "Relinquishing
conscious control may arouse feelings of impotence and
helplessness, or, paradoxically
,
may represent the gaining
of greater control through the loss of control" (p. 14).
As an example of the latter, he gives "hypnotized persons
or audiences... who vicariously identify with the power and
omnipotence which they attribute to the hypnotist or dema-
gogue" (p. 14). In contrast, Ss in She HaHr state (non-drug)
felt they were more "under control". One S (S-14) noted
that he "could seriously control (his) own fate". Another
3 (3-24) reported an increased ability to act in "appro-
priate and creative ways in relating to other people".
Because the control emanates from an integrated personality,
little effort is needed. Such control is not experienced
as a conflict between prohibitions (which are usually
'undigested' values) and desires. There is a feeling of
freedom that comes when one exercises "rational" control
over oneself (This concept is very similar to Reich's
(W9) "self-regulation" and Perl's (1969) "assimilation").
In the HaHr state, one is least conflicted, confused, and
neurotic; one is most "v:hole", "together", and "himself".
4) Sense of the ineffable : Ludwig (1966) states,
"Persons (undergoing en ASC usually) claim a certain
ineptness or inability to communicate the nature or essence
of the experience to someone who has not undergone a similar
experience" (p. 16). In contrast, most members of the HaHr
group appeared quite able to communicate the vital features
of their experiences. (Of course, it should be remembered
that 3s were selected on the basis of ability to describe
the state. It is at least possible that others experienced
a similar state and were unable to describe it.)
A further implication of this study is that some new
definition of "normality" may be needed. Eighty- seven Ss
were given a description of what the Experimenter hypothesized
to be a rare experience. However, eighty- five of the 87 Ss
could relate to the description enough to write of an
experience having at least some of the characteristics
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described. Eleven of the 87 Ss (11. 5%) wrote about non-
drug experiences sufficiently close to th.it described to
be labeled the "HaHr-lD croup". In addition, other Ss
had similar drug related experiences (The exact number
was not calculated, due to the need for equal groups [11
Ss had already been designated as the Hallr-ND croup.]).
Almost all of the remaining Ss wrote about some experience
which might be considered as outside the bounds of "normal"
everyday experience. Certain of these experiences might well
be labelled, "psychotic", "schizophrenic", etc., if related
by an "identified patient". Included were experiences of
an invisible 'presence' , of unification with God, of medi-
tation visions, of hallucinations. These were non- drug
induced experiences described by the subjects (n*29) who
reported using no drugs. With a larger "non-drug" popula-
tion, it is possible that more non-drug "psychotic-like"
experiences would have emerged.
The lack of differences among the three groups in the
normal state of consciousness lends additional support
to the idea of a "new normality". Apparently those who
have experienced the HaHr state are not essentially different
from those who have not. If this is true, it may mean that
all people nave the potential to experience this state
,
although at the present time it appears to be rare.
On the basis of relative "desirability", the present
study also supports the notion of a new definition of
normality, which has some implications for therapy. A
statistically normative conception of "normality" may have
to be revised in favor of a state that is still uncommon
and is regarded by many as 'deviant". It appears that
persons in the HaHr state may be less altered in their
consciousness from the optimal level of functioning than
at any other time and their behavior, affective reactions,
cognitions, and general physical being may be closer to
their own optimal levels. An extension of this idea, in
terms of therapy, could mean that a goal might be the
establishment of what is now regarded as an "altered state
of consciousness".
One group at present embracing such an idea includes
Laing, Cooper, and Schatzman in Great Britain. Laing
s -fated in The Politics of Experience (1967):
No age in the history of humanity has perhaps so
lost touch with this natural healing process, that
implicates some of the people whom we label as
schizophrenic. No age has so devalued it, no age
has imposed such prohibitions and deterrences
against it, as our own.... We need a place where
people who have travelled further. . . can find their
way further into inner space and time , and back
again.... Psychiatrically , this would appear as
ex- patients helping future patients to go mad.
Fingarette (1963) also draws a direct analogy between
the process of "insight" in psychotherapy and "liberation"
in the mystic sense. It is only a short step to viewing
insight as a particular altered state of consciousness,
namely the HaHr state. One patient's description of the
world after insight was achieved rings a strikingly familiar
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note: "Everything was becoming real to me. Colors were
vivid. Landscapes looked like paintings. I no longer
saw the world through a telescope" (Janov, 1970). The
change in the sense of reality, the increased vividness of
colors, the increase in depth perception are all major
components of the HaHr state. I believe it is a mistake
to think that such a person is describing the statistically
"normal" state of perception- I believe he is describing
something far more desirable (either the HaHr state or a
related, perhaps as yet undiscovered state).
It has been shown in this study that play is one of
the important components of the HaHr state. The meaning of
the concept "play" as used in this study has been in part
derived from Neale's theory (1969), and is described more
fully in another paper (D'Aguanno, 1971). Briefly, play
is defined as "that activity not motivated by the need to -
resolve inner conflicts" (ITeale, 1969). If a therapy proces
is aimed at the resolution of conflicts, play should emerge
automatically. Very few modern theories of therapy stress
play as a goal, although all of the other major components
of the HaHr state are considered 'legitimate' targets for
therapeutic intervention.
If play were made a more explicit focus of the therapy
process, perhaps more paitents would experience the grace-
ful, non- effortful movement and thought that is the
manifestation of true play. Perhaps only a very radical
or profound therapy could achieve such results. An account
by a patient in R. D. Laing's "Kingsley Hall" (where people
are allowed or even gently encouraged to "go insane")
provides a fairly rare focus on play: "For the first time
since childhood, maybe in my life, I can really play with
another person" (in Schatzman, 1970).
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
An hypothesized altered state of consciousness, the
hyperalert-hyperreal (HaHr) state, was explored. This
state was, a priori, assumed to include five major components
1) a clearing of perception; 2) increased playfulness; 3)
an increased sense of reality; 4) a feeling of ecstasy, and
5) an increase in physical energy. 87 volunteer 3s (32 males
and 55 females) in 4- undergraduate psychology classes were
given a description of the hypothesized state. Ss were
divided into 3 groups on the basis of a Self-Report. These
were: 1) a non-drug HaHr group (9 females and 2 males);
2) a drug HaHr group (8 females and 3 males); and 3) a No
Experience group (6 females and 5 males). All Ss rated a
Check-List composed of 169 items making up 23 different
scales (including, for example, Perception, Play, Fatigue,
Concentration, etc.). Each item was rated on a 5- point
scale of intensity over two modes of consciousness, the
normal and altered states. Significant differences in
Check-List variables were found between the altered and the
normal states for both HaHr groups. Significant differences
were also loond among the three groups in the altered state,
although no significant differences were found in the normal
state. Implications of the HaHr state in terms of other
altered states of consciousness, "normality", and possibili-
psychotherapy were discus
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APPENDIX I
Description of 23 Check-List Variables
Based on work of 5 Researchers
(1) Perception* (D):
2. All objects are seen as unique.
3- All objects are seen as luminescent.
5. Startling clarity of vision.
7. Par away objects appear "really" small.
10. Common objects are seen as mysterious, fascinating,
12. Colors appear bright.
1J. Seeing beauty in every object.
16. Objects appear bright.
17. One feels a similarity to the consciousness of
animals (cats, etc.).
19. Actions of people resemble robots.
21. Trees seem awesome, powerful.
30. "Richness" of perception.
32. Everything appears "new and clean".
37- Clearing of vision.
41. Objects are seen as complex (many details
noticed )
.
42. Sensation of "depth" in the visual field.
49. "Fullness" of perception.
70. Everything appears crystalline.
73. Objects are seen as apart from their usefulness.
76. Feeling wide- awake.
79- Colors appear sensuous.
88. Perception is vivid.
129. Attentive (N)
161. Alert (T)
(2) Perception- (D):
15. Vision blurred
.
22. Colors appear dull.
24. Everything appears drab and commonplace.
26. Nothing is fascinating enough to hold one's
attention.
29. Objects are seen only in terms of their use-
fulness.
50. Visual field has a "flat", two- dimensional
appearance.
72. Everything appears ugly.
Play+ (D):
14. Having the ability to play different roles
easily.
20. Feeling "younger" or "oiuer" than one's age.
27. Having the ability to forgot time.
34. People's efforts seem very humorous.
36. Sense of humor.
48. Fascination.
52. Feeling spontaneous.
59. Feeling a close kinship with the play of
animals and children.
62. Sense of adventure.
64. Lack of internal conflicts.
66. Feeling of delight.
71. Uninhibited.
77- Lack of self-consciousness (not feeling shy
awkward).
82. Laughter.
133. Playful (U)
Play- (D)
:
6. Feeling of self-consciousness (shyness,
awkwardness in the presence of others).
33- Things seem too serious for any laughter.
55. Feeling paranoid (suspiscious of others).
58. Feeling of being pressed for time.
75- Feeling that things that should be done
(obligations) aren't being done.
80. Feeling of boredom.
86. Much internal conflict.
87. Clumsiness.
128. Irritated. (Z)
143. Annoyed ( T )
.
153. Blocked (T).
166. Conflicted (T)
.
169. Torn in different directions (T).
Reality+ (D)
:
28. Things seem very significant.
35. Awe at the fact of existence.
45. Zxperience gives one a sense of revelation.
54. Alterations in the sense of time.
69. Reality has a great impact.
78. Feelings of "realness".
84. Reality feels very intense.
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(6) Reality- (D):
11. Nothing has any impact.
47. Feeling that nothing has any meaning.
63. Nothing seems significant.
(7) Energy* (D):
4. High physical energy level.
9- Feeling of bodily well- being.
40. Feeling very rhythmical.
43. Feeling of physical strength.
60. Bodily movement feels free.
68. Lack of bodily tension.
96. Vigorous (N).
106. Active (IT)
.
116. Energetic (N)«
(8) Energy- (D):
25. Feeling very restricted.
81. Bodily weakness and lack of energy.
83. A dull feeling throughout the body.
85- Tiredness throughout the body.
92. Tired (IT).
102. Drowsy (N).
112. Dull (N).
122. Sluggish (N).
163. Weary (T).
(9) Ecstasy+ (D)
:
1. Feeling very alive.
31. Feeling of freedom or liberation.
38. Feeling of ecstasy.
39. Feeling of exhileration.
44. Feelings of lightness in the body.
51. Feeling completely happy.
52. Feeling spontaneous.
53. Feeling "whole" as a person.
56. Feelings of relaxation.
61. Feeling that this is one of the most wonderful
experiences of my life.
64. Lack of internal conflicts.
65. Feeling of joy-
66. Feeling of delight.
67. Feeling that there is no other place one would
rather be.
74- Lack of fear.
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(10) Ecstacy- (D):
6. Feelings of self-consciousness (awkwardness or
shyness in the presence of others).
8. feelings of worthlessne :• 3.
18. Bodily tension.
23. Feelings of embarassment
.
46. Feelings of depression.
57. Anxiety.
86. Much internal conflict.
103. Low (Z).
113. Unhappy (Z).
123. Blue (Z).
128. Irritated (Z).
131. Sad (Z).
137. Gloomy (Z).
143. Annoyed (T).
146. Dejected (T).
149. Frustrated ( T )
.
151. Resigned (T).
155. Blocked (T).
167. Hopeless (T).
(11) Fatigue (N):
92. Tired.
102. Drowsy.
112. Dull.
122. Sluggish.
151. Resigned (T).
163. V/eary (T).
(12) Affection (N):
97* Forgiving.
107. Warmhearted.
117. Affectionate.
126. Kindly.
(13) Surgency (N):
105. Witty.
115. Talkative.
125. Lively.
133. Playful.
(14) Egotism (N): •
98. Boastful.
108. Self-centered.
118. Egotistic.
127. Aloof.
(15) Concentration (N):
90. Intent.
100. Earnest.
110. Serious.
120. Concentrating.
129. Attentive.
(16) Vigor (IT)
:
96. Vigorous.
106. Active.
116. Energetic.
(17) Anxiety (N,Z):
111. Tense.
121. Shaky.
150. Fearful.
136. Nervous.
138. Terrified.
139. Upset.
150. Scared. (T).
157. Frightened (T)
(18) Aggression (Z):
89 • Enraged
.
99. Mad.
109- Furious.
119. Mean.
128. Irritated.
Angry.
145. Annoyed (T).
159. Provoked (T)
(19) Depression (Z):
93. Alone.
105. Low.
113. Unhappy.
123. Blue.
131. Sad.
137. bloomy.
146. Dejected (T)
(20) Guilt (E):
94. Shameful.
104. Guilty.
114. Sorry.
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124. Remorseful.
1J2. Ashamed.
148. Ridiculed CT).
1.54. Regretful (T).
15?
.
Unworthy (T).
165. Belittled ( T )
.
(21) Tension (T):
111. Tense.
. 145. Excited.
161. Alert.
(22) Arousal (T):
101. Jittery.
121. Shaky.
136. Nervous.
139. Upset.
141. Helpless.
147. Agitated.
149. Frustrated.
155. Blocked.
156. Uneasy.
160. Butterflies in stomach.
162. Queasy.
166. Conflicted.
168. Unsettled.
169 . Torn in different directions.
(25) Disorganization (T):
140. Panicky.
144. Disorganized.
153. Rattled.
164. Confused.
* Sources of Scales :
D : D ' Agurnno , A
.
E: Epstein, S. Unpublished paper on "Accident
Proneness in Skiers", 1970.
N: Nowlis, V. Research with the mood adjective
check-list. In S. Tomkins (Ed.) Affect ,
Cognition , and Personality (N.Y. : Springer
,
1965;-
T: Tomaszewski 8b Mackey, Unpublished paper including
an adjective check-list, 1970.
1
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Z: Ziickeraan, M. Lubin, B.
,
Vogel, L.
, & Valerius,
lieasurement of experimentally induced
effects. J. Consult
. Psychol., 1964 28
418-425. —J ' 7 1 —
'
APPENDIX II: Sample Self-Report
I W* ar* *n*<M««t«l in identifying people ,;ho hare had the
renewing esperiance; Either gradually or suddenly, normal per-
ception undergoes a change;. The person feels himself iamerced
in qualitatively different fora of consciousness in which the
visual clarity of objects seetts to have jumped to a level far
beyond that of normal reality. The person is startled by the
sharpness of his visual perceptions; he sees details too snail
find variations too slight to be seen by his eyes in their nor-
mal state. Perception is richer* fuller, and wore sensuous-.
Soros additional perceptual changes which 2;ay be present snve%
Colors appear to be brighter and core intense; the outlines of
objects seera acre pronounced: there is often an increased sense
of depth; the world appears "new and clean"; everything ap jeers
aor^ beautiful or eirnificr.nt or r-ysterioua. In the e::tresae s
consciousness is totally dominated by the objects one is viewing;
one a&y feel a sense of "union* with the object, the self-
other boundary having bee& obliterated.
Also, to the person in this state, e-/:perier.ces feel sore
"real n than they would under "aoraal" circumstances, Eoality
has a sharper irapast. Indeed, Hnorwal rt reality se us "drea&«
like" by co:*parit>on.
In addition to the perceptual chaises end the Increased
sens 3 nf realit", some people have reported other charges. These
have included such things as an increase in physical energy s
an increase in playfulness, and an overall ecstatic feeling.
The state probably eslsts with all combinations of these addi-
tional characteristics and say Indeed yield the o? osite char-
acteristics in soae cases {for example, a feeling of despair, as
,
opposed to an ecutatle feeling}. aain criteria for the eai-
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stance of the state are the perceptual changes and the changes in
the feeling of reality.
The exfcreae foras o:f this state have been described «s
either a •aytsttc experience* or a "peak experience". Mere recently
certain halli^inogenic drugs (LSD, mescaline, etc.) hare du-
plicated the eiatreise for«s of this state for some people, but ha-
led to entirely different experiences for others.
Part I
Please use the following questions to describe a personal
experience in, which jour perception and sense of reality were
altered, preferably in the direction described above* In the
absence of such an experience, describe a state in which these
two variables were altered sore than at any other ticne { Use
the reverse of the sneets., if necessary. ).
1} What were the specific circumstances leading to your
experience? ( Possible ejaapless Ingestion of a drug [if so,
what drug?^, yoga, asditation, hypnosis, physical exertion,
an emotional experience [describe}
r
etc, ) .
a) Xf the sta^e reported i£ £ dru^ state, have you
over had s. sisailar ncn- di^us experience?
If so, was this before or after your first use of
dru^s?
If &fter, how Ions after?
A3 briefly as possible, tell how the two states differed!
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°> IL stgii re&grtgd is a non^ drug experience,
did you 8Ter «®e drugs before the onset of this state?
If bo, what drug (a) ana how long before?
noaave you erer p£ had a similar drug experience?
If eo, as briefly as possible, tall ho* the two states
differed
s
2) Settings Where did this experience occur?
At what tiae of day?
In what season of the year?
Wore other people present?
Were any others in a similar state?
3) Describe the specific perceptual changes that you no-
ticedt
-!) Describe any emotional changes that might have occurred:
5) Describe any physical changes (including energy level,
tension level, etc.) that sight occurred
•
6) Bri3f2 r €. 28c >xbe vv.at soar behavior was iifee during thii
?) 'Jhat w--&s the duration of the expedience?
Were there after* effects?
0} Describe any ion?;- term effects of the experience (eepe«
dally upon personality! motions, perception, view of reality,
etc.). to you regard the experience as favorable?
9) Include any other information. descriptive of„ or related
to B your particular experience;
uii v * it i. XX) sample Check-List 81
Below are a large nuaber of characteristics, sous of which
hare been reported by others during altered states of conscious-
ness. Please use this list to describe the presence of these
characteristics under two different conditions sftUnder the altered
state of consciousness previously described by you (or under sial-
lar altered stc.ren of consciousness); *ud 2) Under the condition
you are in when you feel your perception and sense of reality is
"noraa!".
Place an X in the box under column 5 if the characteristic
was very strong and frequent under that particular condition.
Place an X in the box under column 3 ^ if the characteristic was
raoderately strong or frequent. Place an X in the box under column
1 if the characteristic was absent completely or very weak and
rare. Use columns 2 and ^ for in- between ratings.
Try to sake distinctions between the two conditions wherever
possible.
Work rapidly- give your first impressions.
Pleas© use the back of this sheet for any individual coanents
concerning your experiences with any of these items.
1. ireellrr; vr- ; niivo.
Consclou
1 2_1* 5
i 3 3
V. * IfCM
2. All objects a^s^iT^luilqu^
3. Objects are soon as li^lneVcent.
T. High (physical) energy leVel."
"5. Startling clarity" 6f~vrelbn.
6. Self-Consciousness (Awkwardness or
„
shyness in the presence of others).
?. Far away object a appear'"really 0 snail
Feelings of worthies sness.
9. Feeling of bodily Ifeii-being.
10. Coamon objects seen "mysterious
»
fascinating*
"IT. Tfo^hlng Tials~ any iispactf^
12. Colors appear bright.
13 • Seeing beauty* in~every~ ob1jeet
•
.'" Having the ability to play dif-
ferent roles easily.
T5T VIsToh blurred
16 « Objects apoear bright.
"ly. Sia1 1ari ty~to th e~ cbhiciou3ness
of anisal e is felt.
T8~. ~Eod~ITy" tena ion.
1 .._
12 3
82
iL5
H 1.
i-
—
f
4—
-4~
19- "'Actions of people resemble robots.
"20. Feeling younger or older Shan" bhe~",~I
age.
21. Trees seen awescae P powerful.
~2"2T Colors apoear duTu
23. Peelings of embarassaent.
"2*4-. Everything appears arao ana eoamon-
Dlace
!
12"57~~Peeling very resbrfotea.
"2~6.~ Nothing 18 fascinating enough to
hold one's attention.
"2Y. Ability to forget tiae,
23." Things seem very significant.
j73^
!
I
1
"39.
I
j
Objeo¥s are "s~e*n billy in" 'taras
5 r..
.
L
:
;
1
r
_w«*ful tiess •
Richness of "percetflEion.
Consul ousnes
12 3^
Feel i n« of freedoi or li'Sera tidn~
E? e rv-tM ng shears KheW*" "and
"cl ean"
.
fhlRj-s seem"Wo
' eerTottl "for"" any
—
laughter.
People* s' ef forts se^ST huaoro'ua
Awe at the fact of existence. " '
Sense "of hussorT" *
"c tearing" of vision.
_
«
Pe^llr?^ of ecstasy.
Feeling of exHii'eTatidn.
-
Feeling very rhythaical.
i
I-
13*
f»T+T
b.
16.
Isr
Objects are seen as complex (Many
details are noticed)*
"Sensation of" wdepth7" in "the "visual V
field
.
Fee ling" of 'it rengfcti
.(•physical J
"~
"Peelings of L'ightnesa in the" "body.
Experience gives" "one "a sense' of 4
revealation*
Peelings of depression.
Feeling that nothing has any
rseani ng.
Fascination".
^9V "fuTTness ,r" of" perception.
'50". Virual- fisl'SThas"* "flat*, "2-
dimensional appearance.
5 1
~
' Fee Tirfrf c onpl e teTy" ha p~ py 7
"
i
52." Fee ling spontaneous.
5 3T Fe e i 1 ns *Vh o1 e w as a person
7
"5;*. Alterations In' "the sense of tine.
p"5T'"FeeTi hg paran6Td~~"{ g usp i ci ous o
f
others' intentions).
56. Peelings of relaxation.
^. ... _ .... 12 3^5 J 2 3 ^ 5
I
i
r
-
58« Fooling of belnfc wor®s?ed f0*^
- 59 • Fueling a close kinship to the play I
of children end ani^is.
00. ijoaiiy raoveiiifint leeie free.
[61. Feeling that ZftXs Is one of the
Rose wonucnui experiences in one 8 1
life.
1
T -1
[
0c« sense Oi auTcnwurct " "' " f .t
1 J^i J wfjAilfj oCvUo ol^liJLl Xv^fl&IlU*
o_>. reeling oi joy #
00. rCGlinft OI ucllPjuu.
(
07 • .Fee 1171*5 tria c utiers is no 0 trier ji -ic-3
one would rather be.
00 . L&G < Oi DOdl 1^ V :> xOa.
70. Everything ap >ears cryataixine.
1
71. Uninhibited.
"72. Everything appears ugly.
"7*3- Objects are seen as apart froa thei:
uaefulnses.
m
7^. Laci: of fear.
1 \
1
75. Feeling that things that should be
dono ( ODll^aolonL? ) sren u utjxn.j-, uun
r
I
i
3.
760 Peeling wide- awake.
. ..-
\
77* L&CK 01 SGII— C O 3131' 1 o ub nt^ o sa ^
fftfilina; sbT or awkrrard). j
78. Peelings of "realnsss
11
.
11 1
. ,,
.
^7*n rj-r^ An -v>ar sensuous
»
1
—
-—
TTO. Peeling of boreaoK
,
i
_
—
1
Bl. Bodily weakness and lack of energy.
;
1
I
52 * Laughter.
i
"83;'"Xduir feefing throughout the body.
—
—
1
—
-
i
!
t
1
!
Coiusciousnesa * OM" ,to 85
n?/, ------- ~ - — * 2 3 fa. k 1 2 0 -
j
85- Tiredness throughout the body."
86* Much internal conflict* * ™* * ~—
u
—
.
1
-
;
j )
0/« 0 1 lins T\f>=>^ — — - « . ,
__
HQ T**^ ^0 fr^s/"1 ' ' —~———— —— -
7 U • luwCllC •
i
i
Q"2~
""¥1VM —
SO. caral res, —
.
96. Vigorous.
r
1
9o. Boastful.
"OTl TSfSTTI
ciSai nest \ 1 uu • }
L. ....
101 • Jifct^sy *
102 . Drowsy. .
!
— y • - -- - — "T03o Low.
10^. Guilty.
1
1
105. tfifcty. —
p-
•
!
1 1
106. Aotire.
10 *vara!ieftrt;ccL«
1
—
|
j
—
~ 1. .
110. Serious.
ill . Tense.
1
117. Affectionate.
fl8. Egotistic."'
112. Dull.
113 • Unhappy^
114 • Sorry
J"
116". Energetic."
Altered State of
Consciousness ...
Ncraal State
86
V. went
1 2
TT9".~"Hean~.~
120Y cmcenTr£tihgY
121.
' ShafcyY"
f22
.'
" Siu^gTshY'
fZy.HBlueT
r2"4Y~ Razorseful
T2"5T17lTeTy.
fiToT'K'ilioriyY
127."AlocTf:
128. Irritated.
129. At tentire.
r30. Fearful.
131. Sad.
132. Ashased
133. Playful.
T3^Y~Angryrr
r3~5V" " In"tr6 s"pcct Ire
13^« NervousY
Iff." Glooay •
I)-* Terrified.
*
139. Upset".
-
\J, ilfotv*
3 ^ 5
J
.... L.
I
1
Ccnso.louan
140. Panicky,
l^i-lo Helpless^
[142. St^rtltfed.
143. Annoyed.
-~'t44
. Ui sorganI zedT
~1437 WcTtecT.
T*T6. Dejected.
~T47; eJ^^-s^yT^A^tEted
i48T Ridj^uTedT
|f49
. Frustrated
.
T50: Scared. '~
"151. Resigned.
~1~52. Chrerwhelaed"i
"153. "Rattled."'
1 54 • "Hegret t'uTl
"155. Blocked."
1 2 3
_:J__.L
I56. Uneasy.
T57Y Frightened
~T5oT" ffnwor€ny .
""*S97~TroYbltfe"dT
'
161. Alert"
T62V"Queasy7"
I63. weary.
T64. "Confused
T60. Butterflies in the stoaach.
I65". Belittled.
166. Conflicted..
I67. Hopeless.
16~3~. Unsettled.
169. Torn in different directions.
|
88
1
2
5
4
5
6
APPENDIX IV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE POR
THE 23 CHECK-LIST SCALES
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 1 (Perception*
)
Source
Mean
G
St
R(G)
GSt
RSt(G)
Sum of Squares df Mean Square
332422- 0606 1 332422.0606
6944. 4848 2 3472.2424
4992. 0606 1 4992. 0606
10001. 4545 30 333.5818
5504. 1212 2 2752. 0606
3103. 8182 30 103.4606
10.4152**
48.2508**
26.6000**
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 2 (Perception-)
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square P
1 Mean 13760.7424 1 15760.7424
0 G 1119.3050 2 559.6515 . N.S.
3 St 14.5606 1 14.5606 N.S.
R(G) 9152.4545 50 504.4152
5 GSt 63.5050 2 51.6515 5.7290*
6 RSt(G) 254.6564 50 8.4879
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 3 (Play+):
Source Sum of Sonares Mean Square F
1 Me an 159580.1564 1 139580.1564
2 G 2050.5455 2 1015.2727 6.9975**
5 St 513.5606 1 518.5606 11. 5088**
4 R(G) 4352.8182 30 145.0959
17.1914**5 GSt 1549.2121
1551.7273
2 774. 6061
6 RSt(G) 30 45.0576
89
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 4 (Play-):
Source Sum of Squares df he an Square
1 Mean
2 G
3 St
4 R(G)
5 GSt
6 RSt(G)
54294.6818
507.9091
455.4697
4187. 9091
963.1212
1477.9091
1
2
1
30
2
30
54294. 6818
253.9545
453.4697
139.5970
481.5606
49.2636
N.S.
9.2049**
9.7751**
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 5 (Real+):
Source
1 Mean
2 G
3 St
4 R(G)
5 GSt
6 RSt(G)
Source
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
35607.4091 1 35607.4091
854.4545 2 427.2273 14.5540**
713.4697 1 713.4697 63.4110**
880.6564 30 29.3545
367 . 4848 2 183.7424 16.3304**
337.5455 30 11.2515
of Variance for Dependent Variable 6 (Real- ):
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
1 Mean 2063.0455
2 G 48.3636
3 St 8.0152
4 R(G) 301.0909
5 GSt 25.2121
6 R3t(G) 151.2727
1 2063.0455
2 24.1818 N.S.
1 8.0152 N.S.
30 10.0364
2 12.6061 N.S.
50 5-0424
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Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 7 (Energy+)
Source Sum of Squares df riean Square F
1
2
5
4
5
6
Mean
G
St
R(G)
Got.
RSt(G)
53096.7273 1 55096.7275
309.9091 2 154.9545 N.S.
92.1813 1 92.1818 N.S.
1546.3656 50 51.5455
1527.3636 2 663.6818 14.0071**
1421.4545 50 47. 5818
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 8 (Energy-)
Source Sum of Squares df He an Square F
1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean
G
3t
Got
RSt(G)
25961.8555 1 25961.8555
994.3030 2 497.1515 5 . 5488 *
4.3788 1 4.5788 N.S.
2788.3636 30 92.9455
1014.3030 2 507.1515 11.0264**
1379.8182 50 45.9959
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 9 (Ecstasy+):
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
1 Mean 148058.7275 1 148058.7275
2 G 2259.2727 2 1129.6564 6.9744**
5 St 2424.2424 1 2424.2424 22.8591**
4 R(G) 4859.0000 50 161.9667
3 GSt 5215.2121 2 1606.6061 15.1495**
6 RSt(G) 5181. 5^55 30 106. 0515
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Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 10
-(Ecstasy-):
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square
88880.060688880.0606 1
677.8485 a
417.5152 1
8525.0909 30
2352.2121 2
5297.2727 30
F
1 Mean
I St j Wn^o ? 338.9242 n.S.5
, v
I I Z^17 SI T\T Q
I
R(G) 284!l697 '
I dc!/m 53 1166.1061 6.6039*6 RSt(G) 176. 5758 ^
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 11 (Fatigue):
Source Sun of Squares df Mean Square F
1 Mean 9818.5606 1 9818.5606
2 G 319.4848 2 159.7424 4.5971*
p St 3.4091 1 3.4091 N.S.
4 R(G) 1042.4545 30 34.7485
5 GSt 298.4545 2 149.2273 8.8713*
6 RSt(G) 504.6364 30 16.8212
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 12 (Affection):
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square
1 Mean 12436.9091 1 12436.9091
2 G 281.8182 d. 140.9091
3 St 34.9091 1 34.9091
4 R(G) 674.2727 30 22.4758
5 GSt 193.4-545 2 96.7273
6 RSt(G) 326.6364 30 10.8879
6.2695*
s.N
8.8830
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Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 1$ (Surgency):
source Sum of Squares df lie an Square F
1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean
G
St
H(G)
GSt
RSt (G)
9312.9697 1 9312.9697
182.2121 2 91.1061
19-6364- 1 19.6364
801.8182 30 26.7273
145.7273
423-6364
2 72.8636
30 14.1212
3.4087*
N.S.
5.1398*
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 14 (Ego)
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1
1 Mean 6109.4697 1 6109.4697
2 G 14-2.7576 2 71.3788 N.S.
3 St 8.0152 1 8.0152 N.S.
4 R(G) 744-. 2727 30 24.8091
5 GSt 0.3939 p 0.1970 N.S.
6 RSt(G) 184.0909 30 6.1364
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 15 (Concentration):
Source Sum or Sauares df Mean Square
1 Mean 16960.0606 1 16960.0606
2 G 221.2121 2 110.6061 5. 0068*
3 St 2.9697 1 2.9697 N.S.
4 3(G) 662.7273 30 22.0909
N.S.5 GSt 61.9394 2 30.9697
6 RSt(G) 417.0909 30 13.9030
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Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 16 (Vigor):
Source Sum of Squares If Mean Square P
1 Mean
2 G
3 St
4 R(G)
5 GSt
6 Rot (G)
6460.7424 1
138.7576 2
0.1364 1
208.0000 30
265.3636 d
296.0000 30
6460.7424
69-3788
0.1364
6.9333
132.6818
9.3667
10.0066**
N.S.
13.4474**
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 17 (Anxiety)
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square
1 Mean 16864.0152 1 16864.0152
2 G 651.8485 2 325.9242
3 St 64.0152 1 64.0152
4 m) 1786.6364 30 59.5545
5 GSt 457-4848 2 228
.
7424
6 RSt(G) 861.0000 30 28.7000
p
5.4727**
N.S.
7.9701**
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 18 (Aggression)
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square
1 Mean 11867.0455 1 11867.0455
G 218. 2727 2 109.1364 N.S.
3 St 125.4697 1 125.4697 5.9057
4 R(G) 1793. 1818 30 59.7727
5 GSt 69 . 6667 2 34.8333 N.S.
6 RSt(G) 637-3636 30 21.2455
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Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 19 (Depression):
Source Sum of 1c; - -ror df Mean Square
12824.2424
105.5152 N.S.
40.9697 N.S.
71.3242
155.6970 5.4178*
45.5545
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 20 (Guilt):
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
1 lie an 14760.1364 1 14760.1364
2 G 113.7275 2 56.8636 N.S.
3 St 148.5000 1 148.5000 6.7453*
4 2(G) 2488.6364 50 82.9547
5 GSt 161. 5455 2 80. 7727 3.6689*
6 RSt(G) 660. 4545 30 22.0152
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 21 (Tension):
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
1 Mean 6013.6564 1 6015.6564
2 G 40.3656 2 20.1818 N.S.
-7
3 St 0.9697 1 0.9697 N.S.
4 R(G) 151.0000 50 4.5667
5 GSt 15.2121 2 6.6061 N.S.
6 RSt (G) 128.8182 50 4.2959
1 Mean 12824.2424 1
2 G 211.0505 2
5 St 40.9697 1
4 R(G) 2159.7275 50
5 GSt 511.5959 2
6 RSt (G) 1566.6564 30
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Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 22 (Arousal):
Source Cum of Squares df Kaan Square
1 Mean
2 G
3 St
4 R(G)
5 GSt
6 RSt ( G
)
50408.7273 1 50408.7273
552,3636 2 276.1818 U.S. ~
19.6364 1 19.6364 N.S.
4682.9091 30 156.0970
1506. 9091 2 753.4543 12.0139**
1881. 4545 30 62.7152
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Variable 23 (Disorganization):
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square
1 Mean 4081,2273 1 4081.2273
2 G 80,8182 2 40.4091 N.S.
3 St 16. 5000 1 16. 5000 N.S.
4 R(G) 519.4545 30 17.3152
5 GSt 95.1818 2 47.5909 8.0291**
6 RSt (G) 177-8182 30 5.9273
* Significant at the .05 level.
** Significant at the .01 level.
Kev.:
G: Groups
St: States
R(G): Replications (subjects) within groups


